Motivation: Non-B DNA conformations play an important role in genomic rearrangements, structural three-dimensional organization and gene regulation. Many non-B DNA structures show symmetrical properties as palindromes and mirrors that can form hairpins, cruciform structures or triplexes. A comprehensive tool, capable to perform a fast genome wide search for exact and degenerate symmetrical patterns, is needed for further investigating nucleotide tracts potentially forming non-B DNA structures. Results: We developed NeSSie, an easily customizable C/Cþþ 64-bit library and tool, based on dynamic programming, to quickly scan for perfect and degenerate DNA palindromes, mirrors and potential triplex forming patterns. In addition, the tool computes linguistic complexity and Shannon entropy measures to verify the repetitive nature of the DNA regions enriched in these motifs. As a case study, the analysis of the Mycobacterium bovis genome is presented. Availability and implementation:
Introduction
Canonical Watson-Crick double helix of DNA may adopt more than 12 alternative conformations collectively named non-B DNA structures (Wells, 1988) . These conformers play an important role in different physiological and pathological cellular conditions and influence many biochemical properties of the genome ranging from DNA rearrangements to transcription regulation (Sinden, 1994) . The regions potentially forming non-B DNA structures usually contain distinct features at primary sequence level, which may be easily recognized with classical exact pattern matching techniques. Nonetheless, experimental evidence revealed that sequence patterns forming non-B DNA structures may be highly polymorphic and degenerate (Kaushik and Kukreti, 2006) . This has been reported for many non-B DNA conformers such as G-quadruplexes (G4), triplexes, cruciforms, hairpins and so on. This led to the development of adapted algorithmic strategies for imperfection-tolerant searches as, for example, the recent pqsfinder tool for the detection of degenerate G4s (Hon et al., 2017) . To this respect, there are still few tools covering exhaustively and efficiently other potentially forming non-B DNA structures carrying non-perfect sequence patterns. We focused our work on symmetrical DNA sequence patterns, mirrors and palindromes. Mirrors are inverted repeats occurring within each individual strand. Recently, some mirror repeats with a mixed composition of purines and pyrimidines have been found to form a stable G-hairpin conformation (Gajarsky et al., 2017) and it is known that polypyrimidine/polypurine tracts may form intramolecular interactions and generate triplexes or H-DNA. Palindromes are also inverted repeats but occurring over two strands of DNA; this creates self-complementary tracts within each strand with the potential to generate hairpins and cruciform structures. Addressing these non-B DNA sequence motifs, we developed a customizable imperfectiontolerant algorithm based on dynamic programming for the optimal search of motifs with such symmetrical properties. Nucleicacids elements of Sequence Symmetry identification (NeSSie) is a 
Materials and methods
NeSSie library and tool implement different measures and searches (details are reported in Supplementary Material S1).
Search for degenerate mirrors and palindromes
We apply the optimal global alignment based on NeedlemanWunsch algorithm of dynamic programming to identify degenerate motifs. Perfect mirrors and palindromes are repeats with a point symmetry but allowing for gaps and mismatches poses the problem of finding where the best central inversion is. To work around this issue, the alignment matrix is generated using the sequence itself and its inverted copy. Two different scoring matrices are used to test for mirror and palindromic symmetries, respectively. Backtracking of the self-alignment starts from the highest score along the diagonal of the scoring matrix up to the first cell of the matrix itself. In this way, the optimal solution of the alignment is reported, where the central point of symmetry can be offset from the exact center of the sequence. By applying a sliding window, the tool also searches for all the possible combinations within a specified length range and reports the highest scoring solution satisfying the chosen threshold. The tool uses pattern matching and speeds up if exact mirrors and palindromes are requested.
Shannon entropy of DNA sequence
Shannon entropy measures the amount of non-compressible information contained in a message. It estimates the order state (or entropy) of the sequence and allows to detect unbalances in base composition of the DNA.
Simple linguistic complexity of DNA sequence
The linguistic sequence complexity is an index that measures the vocabulary richness of a sequence. It is calculated as the level of repetition of the k-mers (words of length k) in the sequence. The more complex the sequence is, the richer is the vocabulary it contains; vice versa, the lower the complexity is, the more repetitive is the sequence.
Output wrappers
Python tools (v 2.7) are provided to transform NeSSie output in a more user-friendly and readable format. The tools can also generate gff/wig files that can be imported in compatible genome browsers.
Results
We have benchmarked and compared NeSSie with some available tools (details are reported in Supplementary Material S1).
Benchmark design and datasets
We randomly generated a set of 1200 mirrors and 1200 palindromes from 15 bp to 30 bp in length and two-third of these motifs were degenerated to affect their starting perfect symmetry. Motifs were inserted in (i) a repeated 'ACTG' sequence 5 Mb long originally not containing mirrors and palindromes (from herein ACGT), (ii) Escherichia coli genome (Accid: U00096.3), possibly containing other mirrors and palindromes (from herein COLI).
For searching potential triplex forming patterns, the dataset containing 'true' triplexes retrieved by Lexa et al. (2011) was employed. These triplexes were also used as seeds to generate five decoy sets.
Benchmark results of mirrors and palindromes
We checked the ability of NeSSie to retrieve all the inserted motifs in ACGT and COLI. All true positives were detected by NeSSie in both ACGT and COLI and no false positives were found in ACGT, as expected. In COLI, preexisting potentially forming mirrors and palindromes found by NeSSie were not considered.
Benchmark results of triplexes
NeSSie performance was compared with specialized Triplex tool designed to search for imperfection-tolerant triplexes (Lexa et al., 2011) . We assessed the ability of the tools to discriminate between true and decoy triplexes in the differently designed datasets. NeSSie performed slightly better in the datasets from 25% to 40% of decoy degeneracy, proving to be competitive.
Genome browser visualization: Mycobacterium bovis example
We scanned the whole genome of M. bovis with NeSSie. We observed an uneven distribution of symmetric motifs in the genome and particularly clustered in correspondence of PE-PGRS glycine-rich protein genes, whose function is still elusive (Meena, 2015) . In addition, a parallel drop in both linguistic complexity and Shannon entropy measures was detected in these regions revealing that these sequence tracts display a peculiar base composition worth investigating in detail. An example of this trend is shown in Figure 1 , where a zoomed region of M. bovis extracted from Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) genome browser (Robinson et al., 2011) is reported. A detailed analysis and complete visualization data are reported in Supplementary Material S1 and NeSSie web site, respectively.
Conclusions
We developed NeSSie as a tool and C/Cþþ 64-bit library to accomplish different tasks, especially exhaustive and fast searches of imperfection-tolerant symmetric motifs at genome wide scale. To our knowledge, this is the first approach that can perform searches of mirrors, potential triplex forming patterns, and palindromes effectively using slight different modifications of the implemented dynamic programming algorithm.
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